SCAS Adaptive (In-person & Virtual) 4-day cycle Model for Quad 2
Adult Day School (ADS)
Based on student course selection desires, the cohorts could be in-person, virtual or both as long as the
overall cap per course does not exceed 40 and In-person cohorts do not exceed 15. Since ADS courses
are 90 hours the schedule has the exact same percentage times divided up between in-person,
asynchronous, and virtual teaching/learning. Although most students take only two courses, there are
three periods to accommodate our specialty programs (Adult ESL, MOA, and Hairstyling) and students
who opt for three credits or who can only take a course virtually in the third period block.
Hybrid

Virtual Only (& Pivot if needed)

How to understand the 4 day Adult timetable:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

The School on a 4 day rotation schedule, so students can learn up to three courses per day.
One in the morning at school, the second and third classes at home in the afternoon.
There are four pieces how a class period is created. 1) Course Name 2) Class Number 3) Cohort
and 4) Classroom Number or Home or Online e.g. 1) Course Name: ENG1D1, 2) Class Number: 4
or 5 or 6, 3) Cohort: A or B or A/B and 4) Classroom Number or Home or Online.
In-Classes of 30 Students would be divided into 2 cohorts of 15 each (e.g. 4A, 4B or 5A, 5B).
Cohort 6A, 6B only has online/virtual learning, whereas Classes 4AB and 5AB have the
opportunity to go online if mutually requested or other circumstances.
Essentially, In-Class Students, stay in the same classroom all morning learning one subject for 3
hours (one cohort of one class).
Each day, in the afternoon, there are synchronous (online) learning opportunities (1 and 2
hours) for up to two classes. The entire class of both cohorts A & B meet via Google Meet.
When everything put to gather the course timetabled looks similar to in this
Morning: ENG1D1-4A Rm 123 or in the Afternoon: ENG1D1-4A/4B AT HOME
On the school days that a subject class of students are not in school, the teacher would assign
work for those students to complete at home. The Google classroom or Brightspace platform
would reinforce and remind students of this work.

